The
Micronomist
Compass

Welcome to the dark side
FADDERIET SS20

WELCOME TO

STOCKHOLM BUSINESS SCHOOL
We want to start by congratulating you for being admitted to
Stockholm Business School at Stockholm University!
As a new student, we’re inviting you to participate in Fadderiet
Spring Semester 2020. It’s a six week long introduction program,
which aims to give you the best possible start at Stockholm
Business School. This is an amazing opportunity for you to
make friends, establish business and university related contacts
and get introduced to the student life in Stockholm and at the
Business Association - Föreningen Ekonomerna.
You are now reading the Micronomist Compass, a booklet that
aims to help you navigate through planet university. It will
provide you with all the information you need before starting
university and what things to expect during Fadderiet.
The spring semester of 2020 is finally here and we would like to
give you a warm welcome to what we hope will become the
best time of your life!

Inform yourself:
www.facebook.com/Festhlm
foreningenekonomerna.se

CHAPTER I - FIRST DAY
Important Houses in Kräftriket

Transport to Kräftriket

Building 3: This is the main house where you will
have most of your seminars and some lectures.
You will also find a cafeteria and microwaves
that you can use if you bring your own food.

There are several ways to get to Kräftriket. The
bus stop is called "Albano".

Building 1: This is the famous Festningen Föreningen Ekonomerna's own house! This is
open during day-time for all members. Feel free
to swing by for a cup of coffee, a place to study
or simply a place to chill and hang out with
other members.
Building 15: This is where you will find the
student office and the student counselor.
Brunnsviken: The place to hang out on a sunny
day and also where some of the events of
Fadderiet take place. You find it by walking
towards the water behind building

From Odenplan:
Bus 50 towards Stora Lappkärrsberget.
From Tekniska Högskolan:
Bus 676 towards Norrtälje or bus 670 towards
Vaxholm.
From Universitetet:
Bus 50 towards Hornsberg or 676, 670 towards
Stockholm.

Literature
Except for buying books in regular bookstores
like Adlibris and Akademibokhandeln, there are
some cheaper second-hand options you should
know about!
The discussion forum for business students at
Stockholm University where students post their
own used literature that you buy for a great
price.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FesthlmForu
m/

Campusbutiken
Located at the main campus of Stockholm
University - Frescati. Here you will most likely
find the books you are looking for. Students are
leaving their used books here, so the price is
cheaper than in a regular bookstore.

If you want to know more:
http://www.sbs.su.se/english/aboutus/findus/find-your-way-around-kräftriket

Study tip:
Practice old exams that you can find in Fastreg under
examinations. The latest ones are often created by your
examinator

and

gives

you

an

idea

questions you can expect for your exam!

about

what

CHAPTER II - INFORMATION
How it works?
The spring semester SS20 is approaching and
the semester's welcoming program for the new
students at SBS is called Fadderiet.
From the start until the end of Fadderiet, you are
a Micronomist. You, along with your teammates
will compete against other five teams. Each team
will have three dedicated buddies, who are your
team-leaders and mentors. Your buddies will
answer any question you might have and will
also make sure that you will receive all essential
information about Fadderiet.
You will experience countless challenges and
activities together with your team, all while
competing against the other teams for the glory
of becoming the winning team of this semester.

Good things to know
I. Even if it's a competition between the different
groups, we are all part of the same team in the
end - Stockholm Business School.
II. No intimate relationships is allowed between
(Buddies, OMG, board, PG & Generals) together
with Micronomists. This is so we always act in
your best interest and that we can be there to
support you during the entire Fadderiet.
III. We have a zero-tolerance policy against
drugs. If someone is seen using drugs this
person will immediately be shut out from
Fadderiet.

V. There will be one responsible buddy out of
each team at every event who's completely
sober during the whole time and there to help.

How it works?
Step I - Become a member
In order to participate at all activities you need
to become a member of the Business
Association.
Step II - Join your team's Facebook Group
The main channel of communication between
your buddies and you will be through a
Facebook group. If you haven't received the link
in the email or if you don't have Facebook
contact the Generals.
Step III - Download the Bonsai app
Bonsai is the digital tool we use to release
tickets for different events like dayparty and
sittnings (see below for more info). Download it
now and set up your account! Ask your buddies
if you have any questions.
Step IV- Be there on January 17th!
Don't miss the introduction day on January 17th!
If you are unsure about where you're supposed
to go or how to get there don't hesitate to
contact your buddies!
Membership
Föreningen Ekonomerna
You can become a member in the Business
Association which will give you access to many
benefits like cheaper public transport and allow
you to take part in all of the Business

IV. Alcohol is served during certain events
during Fadderiet especially during the pubs.
Those serving the alcohol in the bar (called PrU)
have the responsibility to serve you. If they feel
that you are too drunk they have the right to
refuse to serve you. Encouraging someone to
drink alcohol is not tolerated.

Association's events.

SPECIAL DEAL FOR FIRST WEEK
OF FADDERIET
99 SEK for 3 years.
Buy your membership at fest.se/join

CHAPTER III - FADDERIET SS20
“You underestimate the power of the dark side!”
The world is overpowered by witches and warlocks.
But they have held the power for too many decades
already. Old structures are about to fade, now it's
your time to take over the world. But it's not only you,
fighting for force. Competitions against the other
groups will show who the biggest villain is.
At the same time, the board is trying to restore order
in the world with the help of the OMG. So be prepared
and don’t let anyone distract you in working your way
up for becoming the greatest villain of Fadderiet SS20.
You could be the one ruling the world…
Even though all teams are having the goal to bring
down the witches and warlocks, there is still only one
team which can win.

The war has started. Who is the most powerful one?

CHAPTER IV - THE SCEDULE
Introduction day

17
January

Welcome to Stockholm Business School! All students will gather for an
Introduction Presenation during the first day. During the introduction lecture the
Buddies will do a run-in and greet you. Afterwards, all Buddies will gather their
respective teams to inform you about Fadderiet SS20 and the association, so
make sure you find your team there!
TIME: You will receive an email from SBS
PLACE: You will receive an email from SBS

Introduction Pub - The First glimpse of darkness
Following the introduction lecture your Buddies will take you to the first pub of
Fadderiet - The Intro Pub! This is a chance for all the Micronomists to mingle,
play some beer-pong and just have an amazing night. Don't forget to buy your
membership before!
TIME: 19:00
PLACE: Juristernas Hus (Main Campus)

Buddies Night - Join the Dark Side
You will have your first buddies night at Festningen on one of those days. Join
the dark side and get to know your Team and Class Mates to become
a unstopable union.

20-22
January

TIME: TBA
PLACE: Festningen

Amazing Race - Racing for the light

23
January

The classic race of Fadderiet. You will get missions and challenges to accomplish
around Stockholm with your team to get as many points as possible. This is also
a chance for you to meet potential employers as well as getting to know the ins
and outs of Stockholm. Good luck!
TIME TBA
PLACE: Meet at Festningen (Kräftriket House 1)

F.E.S.T. feat - The Initiation
After a day's rest it is already time for an epic party prepared by our
association's special party group! Your buddies will arrange a preparty for you.
Thereafter you will head to the dance-floor where we will party till the first ray of
sunlight of the morning sun reaches us.
TIME: TBA
PLACE: TBA

25
January

Olympics with OMG

28
January

There're a lot of things happening in the Business Association. As a new student
it can be quite difficult to get a grip on what's happening and what events you
can attend to. This is a perfect opportunity to meet the different committees in
the association and PWC, they will explain to you what they do and what events
you shouldn't miss after the end of Fadderiet. This will also be a chance to
receive some points for the competition!
TIME: 11:00
PLACE: Kräftriket

Quiz Night + Sturecompagniet
This event will be a quiz-night testing your teams knowledge on what you have
learned so far during Fadderiet. Your buddies will host a pre-party for your team
where we'll arrange a live-quiz followed by a night out at one of the most
beautiful nightclubs of Stockholm!

30
January

TIME: 19:00
PLACE: Sturecompagniet

Pub - A beam of light

4
February

What is better than a cozy Pub night on a Tuesday? Right, nothing. Come to
mingle and enjoy a night with your teammates together.
TIME: 19
PLACE: Fandado

Laserdome - Fumbling in the dark
The time has come to test your team's skills in a classic battle: Laserdome!
Besides fighting your way to the top, you will be able to play dart, arcade games,
video-games and table tennis. There will also be an opportunity to drink a
couple of beers if you want!

6
February

TIME: 19:00
PLACE: Laserdome Surbrunnsgatan

Fulsittning - The Haunted Party
Welcome to The Haunted Party! It's the first out of two dinner parties arranged during
Fadderiet. At this event, everyone will dress up according to the theme which you will get
points for. Each group will have a pre-party to get ready before the sittning. If you don't
get a ticket you can join for the afterparty! These sittnings are among the highlight events
in the association and something people talk about for a long time - don't miss it!
TIME: 18:00
PLACE: Medicinska Föreningen

7
February

12
February

Iceskating - Darkness has fallen, one last chance
As a typical Swedish winter activity, we will go iceskating together. Everyone can
bring or rent their own skates and we will have a fun time on the Ice and with
Hot chocolate together. Who will fall first?
TIME: 18:00
PLACE: Kungsträdgården

Buddies Night - Nights with the Coven
The second Buddies Night. Your buddies will provide an awesome event for you.
Don't miss out on the Night with the Caven!

16
February

TIME: Decided by your buddies
PLACE: Decided by your buddies

17
February

Study FEST
Exams are coming up and we want to help you study for your first exam. Since
your buddies have probably taken several course already you are taking now.
They are the perfect person to help out with the studying. Naia energy drinks
will be provided.
TIME: in the evening
PLACE: Seminar Rooms at Kräftriket

Exam Pub - Dead Man’s Dance
After a hectic period of exams for both micros and buddies it's time to show
how a dead man (or women) dances! Come celebrate your first exam with us. If
it was good or bad, your buddies will be there to cheer you up.

19
February

TIME: 18:00
PLACE: Juristernas Hus

Movie Night - A night among the evil

20
February

We are not only able to dance, but can also relax. Vote for a Movie on Instagram
and have a chill night with Popcorn and us together.
TIME: 18:00
PLACE: Wallenberg (Kräftriket)

FINSITTNING

"Darkness has fallen"
After several weeks of competing over power discovering what the student life has to give,
the competition has come to an end. This is the Grand Finale of Fadderiet 2020 where the
team that managed to escape will be announced. We will also take time to emphasize and
reward individual accomplishments. Whatever you do, you do NOT want to miss out on a
night like this!

SATURDAY , 22 February 2020
18:00 - Medicinska Föreningen
Put on a dress or suit up and get ready for an elegant dinner party. After tonight, you will
no longer be Micronomists. You will gain the title of Economist during an honorable
ceremony during the dinner executed by our precious Ministry of Marshals.
WELCOME TO THE FINSITTNING OF FADDERIET SS20!

Recap - Back into the light
Fadderiet SS20 is over, but we still have all the memories left! We will gather
everyone one last time to rejoice over our accomplishments.
After the recap you will be able to meet the amazing OMG again where you will
be able to talk to them and join their committee or club.
PLACE: Wallenbergssalen, Kräftriket

28
February

CHAPTER V - GENERALS AND
PROJECT GROUP
Fadderiet SS20
Generals

Frida Sjöberg & Luisa Dahlstedt
Contact us:
fadderiet@foreningenekonomerna.se

Wajid Baher
Event Manager

Yasin Adrou Bakkali
Event Manager

Project Group
Fadderiet SS20

Amanda Setterberg
Communication
Manager

Gwen Wons
Art & Marketing
Director

CHAPTER VI - BUDDIES
The Storybook Villains

William Ramstedt

Klara Ljungren

Arvid Boestad

William7ramstedt@gmail.
com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

klara.ljunggren@gmail.co
m
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

arvid@boestad.se
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

A valid reason to exercise
your liver

Community

Biggest fear

Who is your role model?

Snakes

Lifehack to get through school
Remember to sign up for the
re-exam

Kim K

Your favorite meme?
Anything with Scott Disick

Dream Travel Destination

The competitions

Something people would never
guess about you
That I have been
birdwatching

Pallet Town

The Burglars

Malin Ek
malinek@telia.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet
Meet new people

If you could be a villain,
which one would you be?
Bob - from minions

Spirit animal:
Wolf

Jennifer Chantarumporn

Rasmus Brehme

Icejane1@hotmail.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

rbrehme25@gmail.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

Meeting new people

Winning! And that’s what
we’re going to do!

Dream Travel Destination
The Maldives

A quote that describes you or
you really like
Take your chance

What can easily make you
feelhappy?“
The Fadderiet trophy

Your favorite meme?
A funny one

The Masterminds

Clara Svensson

Jarl Möller

Ida Keyson

clara.svensson@hotmail.
com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

Broockjarl.moller@telia.c
om
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

Ida.keyson@gmail.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

The sittings and to meet all of
you guys

6 weeks full of fun!

Who is your role model
Me, myself and I

Go-to song in the shower
Unforgettable - French
Montana

Biggest fear?

Meeting new people

!If you could be a villain,
which one would you be?

Losing a game of beer pong

The Grinch

Best lifehack to get
through school

What can easily make you
feel happy?

Eat, sleep, drink repeat

Hot shots!

The Dark Lords

Robin Idevall

Hampus Klostermann

Felicia Lins

robin.idevall@gmail.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

hampus.klostermann@o
utlook.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

Felicia.lins@outlook.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

The great connections and
events

Spirit animal:
dog

Your favorite meme
Simon Cowell’s face (eyes on
his cheek), with the text: ”Its a
no from me”. Hilarious.

All the new friends you make

Biggest fear?

Best lifehack to get through
school

Buried alive

Read old tentor

Something people would never
guess about you

If you could be a villain,
which one would you be?

My age

Lord Voldemort or Dracula

All the awesome people!!

The Supernatural Villains

Carolina Lindblad

Simon Shafiee

Martha Stahl

carolinalindblad00@gmai
l.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

simonshafiee@hotmail.c
om
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

martha.stahl@hotmail.co
m
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

The pre-partys, no doubt

Definitely the Sittnings

Who is your role model?

Biggest fear?

my older sister

What can easily make you
feel happy?
playing soccer or buy shoes

a killer saying some funny
shit while Im playing dead

Spirit Animal?

Meeting new people

Biggest fear?
Lord Voldermort

Dream Travel Destination
Away from all my problems

Tiger

The Ancient Evils

Abdullah Malik

Ada Nutti

Carolina Söderberg

abdullahgauhar7@live.co
m
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

ada.nuutti@gmail.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

carolinasoderbergs@gma
il.com
Favorite thing about Fadderiet

Having the opportunity to
make new comers feel at
home!!

Go-to song in the shower
Hello by Adele :’)

Your favorite meme?
Every Trump meme

all the new people you get to
meet during Fadderiet

A quote that describes you or
you really like
Go hard or go home

What can easily make you
feel happy?
Video calling my dog back
home

Fun events

If you could be a villain,
which one would you be?
Doktor Mugg

Best lifehack to get through
school
Don’t go there
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are

community, ambition and professionalism.
We want you to feel welcome as a part of
the family and give you a chance to spread
your wings and evolve professionally and
individually before taking the big step into
your future career. If you ask graduated
students, this is what they will say they got
from being involved in the association. The
Association is made up of its members,
committees,
and

the

a

few

board.

independent

Our

members

projects
run

the

association. A first step to get involved is
to be part of a committee. You will find
more information about the association's
nine committees and two clubs below:

The Board
The Board is elected for one year at a time between July 1st and June
30th and is responsible for the association between the association

Read more
about the

meetings. The Board is in charge of managing the operations of

different

Föreningen Ekonomerna, and is the highest decision- making body

positions and

between the association meetings. The Board is in charge of making

their

sure that the economic and accounting procedures are managed and

responsibilities
on fest.se/board

followed properly.

Alexander Riese
PRESIDENT

Frida Johansson
VICE PRESIDENT

Mattis Jämtbäck
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT

president@foreningenekonomerna.se

vicepresident@foreningenekonomerna.se

2ndvicepresident@foreningenekonomerna.s
e

Carl Robertsson
TREASURER

Robert Kisch
VICE TREASURER

Lovisa Enholm
HEAD OF CORPORATE RELATIONS

treasurer@foreningenekonomerna.se

vicetreasurer@foreningenekonomerna.se

corporate@foreningenekonomerna.se

Liina Neitenbach
HEAD OF MARKETING

Marie Linden
HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Benjamin Söderman
HEAD OF IT

marketing@foreningenekonomerna.se

international@foreningenekonomerna.se

it@foreningenekonomerna.se

The Commitees
The Marketing Commitee

The International Commitee

The Sports Committee

We handle the association’s internal

We are the first contact and meeting

We are the committee that unites all

and external marketing. The work

point for students who are

sports enthusiasts around campus.

we do involves everything from

particularly interested in

We arrange both tournaments and

strategic marketing planning on how

international studies, careers,

events within a variety of different

to best reach out to the public, to

contacts, and companies. Working

sports. We also organize sports

making movies, posters and other

closely with the Head of

nights where we watch games

marketing materials. We host

International Affairs and the Board

together, an annual ski trip to the

workshops and other activities with

of the Business Association, we

Alps and a surf trip to Portugal. We

the purpose of marketing the

collaborate with the association’s

are an easy-going committee that

association. No prior skills are

wide range of multinational

have a lot of fun. You will have a

required to join us. If you are

connections, including but not

hard time resisting us if you love

interested in marketing and/or

limited to students, businesses, and

sports. You can either be a project

communication in any form; the

enterprises.If you want to know

leader for one of our projects or you

Marketing Committee is the

more, contact us at:

can help out your help in the events

committee for you. If you want to

ic@foreningenekonomerna.se

we organize. If you want to k n o w

know more, contact us at:

m o r e c o n t a c t u s a t :

mc@foreningenekonomerna.se.

sports@foreningenekonomerna.se.

The IT Committee

The Event Committee

We handle the association’s internal

We strive to keep things in the

and external marketing. The work

association fun by hosting different

we do involves everything from

social events. By providing our

strategic marketing planning on how

members with an insight into the

to best reach out to the public, to

process of event planning, as well as

making movies, posters and other

a platform to expand personal

marketing materials. We host

networks, we seek to expand their

workshops and other activities with

expertise within this organizational

the purpose of marketing the

field of business. We aim to bring all

association. No prior skills are

the members of the association

required to join us. If you are

closer together through our fun

interested in marketing and/or

events. If you want to learn more,

communication in any form; the

contact us at:

Marketing Committee is the

event@foreningenekonomerna.se

committee for you. If you want to
know more, contact us at:
mc@foreningenekonomerna.se.

The Master's Club
We are a meeting place for master’s
students to get to know their fellow
classmates and students from the
other programs. Our goal is to create
a memorable masters’ student
experience at Stockholm University.

The Education Committee
The Social Committee
We keep old university traditions
alive, party hard and bartend at all of
the association’s events. If you want
to know more, contact us at:
pru@foreningenekonomerna.se

We are the student voice in
educational matters towards staff at
Stockholm Business School through
our participation in several councils
and boards. In collaboration with the
Head of Education in the Board, we

To do that, we provide opportunities

run queries regarding student matters

for master’s students to engage with

and represent the students’ point of

the community and become leaders

view in larger matters at SBS. In

for our various projects. Our club

addition to this, a variety of projects,

hosts both social and professional

such as the Excel Course, are

events. If you want to know more

annually held with the aim of

about the Master Club , please send

enriching students’ academic skills.

an email to :

Through discussion and cooperation,

masterclub@foreningenekonomern

we improve the quality of education

a.se.

at SBS by helping students bring
their speaking rights forward and by
further developing their academic
skills. If you want to know more,
contact us at:
ec@foreningenekonomerna.se

The Business Committee

The Finance Society

We are one of the biggest

We are the university's leading

committees within Föreningen

professional and academic society

Ekonomerna. We are the link

devoted to the world of finance. Our

between the students and the

mission is to connect students who

business world. By joining us, you

share an interest and curiosity about

will not only get the opportunity to

investments, and want to share

gain valuable work experience, but

knowledge and insight. We prepare

also network with future employers.

our members for the success that

As part of a project group you can

awaits them in the global business

help to plan popular events like

world. By creating a community that

London Banking Week, Career

helps members to achieve their goals

Choice or Sustainability Day.

in the classroom, we constantly

You can also get the chance to

strive to improve our internal

become a contact representative for

workshops and projects that will

one of our partners such as PWC,

help you exceed tomorrow's

Boston Consulting Group and

challenges. Together we will create

KPMG. We also arrange amazing

the necessary building blocks for

exclusive events for the members,

you to learn, achieve and enjoy your

where you get closer contact with

time at SBS. By joining our

companies, get to work on your case

community, you will open doors to

abilities, and network with fellow

new friendships, networking,

students and future colleagues. If

professional growth, and other

you want to know more, contact us

opportunities. If you have any

at:

questions, don’t hesitate to reach out

bc@foreningenekonomerna.se

to us at:
finance@foreningenekonomerna.se

Independent Project

Ekonomernas Dagar
www.ekonomernasdagar.com
Ekonomernas

Dagar

is

the

biggest

project

arranged

by

Föreningen Ekonomerna. We are not attached to one of the

Project Leaders for
Ekonomernas Dagar 2020

committees. The project involves over a 100 students and is
held for the 39th time in 2020. The project takes the shape of
four preparational & inspiring pre-events leading up to our
main event consisting of one of the biggest Career Fairs for
business & economics students in Sweden.

During the fair day we have around 70 companies exhibiting
with approximately 3000 visitors. Together we create a place
for students and companies to meet. Since we first started, EY
has been our main sponsor and Co-Organizer, they provide us
with invaluable info regarding the needs of of the corporate
world.

Hedda Kirkegaard &
Bianca Dahlquist-Sjöberg

To join our team you will apply during one of our recruitment processes published on our
website and be welcomed to an interview at our headquarters. If you want to know more in
how to get involved contact us at: coordinator@ekonomernasdagar.com

CHAPTER VII - SITTNING SCHOOL
A sittning is a student dinner event full of traditions where the students dress up in costumes or
formal wear depending on the theme. The dinner is usually a three course meal accompanied with
beer/wine, snaps and punsch. There are rules to follow, songs to sing, competitions and gyckel
(performances) to enjoy. When the dinner is finished it is time to start the after-party!astmasteg to
entertain the audience.

Rules
You will be guided through the night by your
Toastmasters. There is a 3-second rule which
states that you have to be silent within exactly 3
seconds from when the Toastmaster starts
speaking, 5 seconds if you are hitting it off with
your dinner companion! It is important to be
respectful and pay attention.
There will be two breaks during the dinner and
this is the only time you are allowed to leave the
table. If you feel there is a need to liven up the
party you can shout “Åååå(ooohhh)..Tempo!”
while hammering your hands against the table
and the Toastmaster will stand up and proceed
with perhaps another drinking song. You can
use the same act for Bordsskål, which is to shout
“Åååå(ooohhh)...Bordsskål!” after which you toast
with your table.

During the dessert the drink “punsch” will be
carried into the hall. This is, however, not
something that you receive for free as you have
to sing and sway your body to receive it. The
song that you sing to get your punsch is simply
called “Punschen Kommer!” (The Punsch is
Coming).
Every event is then ended by the song “O gamla
klang och julbeltid”. Once the sittning is over it
is important to leave the table as soon as
possible. You may then head outside, so we are
able to clean up everything.
Don't worry if you don't know the songs. You
will be able to buy a songbook before the event!

Dresscode

Songs

The dresscode varies depending on the type of
sittning. The tradition from most Swedish
Universities is to wear an overall or formal wear
depending on where you study. In Föreningen
Ekonomerna today it is PrU who wears the
overall. Everyone else dresses in formal wear.

Every sittning starts with Porthos Visa, the other
songs will vary from event to event, but you end
your shot of snaps with the song “Gräv ur
Tundran”. At the end of this song it is important
that you crush your shot glass (don’t worry
though, it is made out of plastic).

For the finsittning you should come properly
dressed - suits for the gentlemen and cocktail
dresses for the ladies. At Fulsittningen all
students should wear a costume representing
the groups theme.

A gyckel is when a group of people perform,
often by singing and dancing to entertain the
audience.

SEE YOU SOON!
We hope you are as excited as we are! If
you have any questions at all, do not
hesitate to contact your buddies and
they will answer all your questions!
We can't wait to get to know you and
guide you during your start at SBS.
May the best team win!

